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Nome. AK 99762

Nome. A Remote Trade Center

Nome is located 500 air miles northwest of Alaska's major city,
Anchorage. Because no roads connect Nome with the main road systems
in the state, Nome is dependent on marine and air transportation. The
population of Nome, approximately 3500, is small by lower 4B standards;
however, it is a trade center for 15 villages with 5000 people in the
Norton Sound-Bering Strait region within a 150-mllc radius.

Existing Port and Lightering Costly

The existing port facility Is located at the mouth of the Snake River.
Built and maintained by the Corps of Engineers, the harbor consists
of a 75-foot vide channel with revetment along 600 feet of each side.
The channel requires annual dredging by the Corps to maintain an
operating depth of approximately eight feet.

An improved facility has been needed for some time. The operating
depth of eight feet in the existing port and shallow water in the near
off-shore allows the docking of vessels with a draft of no greater than
six feet. Nearly all line haul barges come from Seattle, across the
Pacific, through the Aleutians, and across the Bering Sea, some 2600
miles to Nome. Their loaded draft normally exceeds 16 feet and is a
maximum of 22 feet for dry cargo and 25 feet for liquid bulk cargo.
Currently these barges from Seattle anchor about one-half mile offshore
and transfer goods to shallow-draft barges that can navigate inside the
mouth of the Snake River, a process vhlch Is called lightering. Twenty-
five percent of the cost of shipping from the dock in Seattle to the
dock in Nome is in lightering the last one-half mile. The cost of
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lightering is estimated at $69 per ton in 1982 dollars. The basic de
sign solution to this problem is to build a rubblemound causeway extend
ing to a point sufficiently offshore so lightering vould be eliminated.

New Port: 3500 Foot Causeway

The ultimate port/causeway vould extend 3500 feet from shore and have a
short-term cargo storage in an "L" at the end of the causeway. Land
ward of the "L" are two piers to accommodate general traffic and poten
tially vessels associated with oil and gas development in the Outer
Continental Shelf of Norton Sound. Extensions could be made to greater
depths beyond the 3500 feet. The maximum draft of a fully loaded fuel
barge is 25 feet. A minimum underkeel clearance of two feet is added to
a three-foot allowance for tidal set down and vaves at the dock face.
A 30-foot depth for the deepest berth is provided for in the design.

Nearly completed In 1986 Is a rubblemound causeway extending 2500 feet
without an "L". Host barges can tie up to this facility. Fuel barges
requiring the 30-foot depth can anchor south of the end of the causeway
and pump fuel to the dock using a line stabilized with a bouy. When
more funding is available the causeway can be extended.

The process of designing the Nome port facility illustrates several
coastal management problems and effective solutions. Once this basic
design concept was arrived at, engineering analyses were carried out
to determine the structure that would withstand wave and Ice forces.
Height of the causeway and size of outer protective rock were the crit
ical variables to be determined by the analyses.

The armor rock weight is determined by taking the average weight needed
for the causeway structure head for non-breaking waves and the structure
trunk for breaking waves. A uniform weight of 20 tons was used for pre
liminary design. Assuming the quarry rock has a specific weight of 165
pounds per cubic foot, cubic blocks would have 6.2 foot long sides. The
east side of the structure will be well protected with respect to crit
ical waves but may be subject to attack by moving ice fields. According
to the physical model analysis, described in the section below on Ice
Impacts, blocks of about 8 tons vould not be substantially dislodged by
ice overtopping. These blocks would be heavier than armor estimated for
wave attack.

The armor rock weight needed to protect against wave forces is calcu
lated by a formula which includes slope of the causeway armor, at 1/1.5,
breaker height at 17.8 feet, and equivalent deep water wave length of
400 feet.

Waves at the causeway head and port structure vould not be breaking, if
it is assumed that the same wind that produced them will be conducive
to a 13-ft. surge. It was assumed that the corners at the head struc
ture would be rounded to avoid rock stability problems. Vaves vould
break at a depth of 21 feet, vhlch vould correspond to a chart datum
depth of 8 feet.
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Structure Crest Elevation

At structure head, run-up vas estimated at 14.2 feet, which, added to
a still water level of 13 feet, resulted in an estimated significant
wave run-up elevation of 27.2 feet. The structure crest elevation was
established at 28 feet mean sea level (MSL), to account for high astro
nomic tide. Since significant wave height is the mean of the highest
one-third waves in the spectrum. It is expected that the maximum waves
would produce overtopping. This was considered acceptable because of
the low probability of occurrence of the design waves.

Run-up estimates made for portions of the causeway trunk showed that
the crest elevation should be about 28 feet MSL up to the location of
the breach. The roadway behind the crest of the west side armor may be
located at elevation 16 feet KSL. The crest of the cast side armor

could also be located at elevation 16 feet MSL, to protect the roadway
from Ice overtopping. Wave run-up from the east side will be leas
critical to the stability of the structure.

3
Littoral Drift: Accretion and Depletion

Littoral drift Is projected to cause accretion of sand on the west side
of the causeway and depletion of shore sand on the east. The shore
line is projected to reach 500 to 600 feet from present shoreline in
about five years. Depletion that is projected to occur on the east side
of the causeway will tend to clean the present deposition at the mouth
of the Snake River and might tend to starve the present beach to the
west of the mouth of the Snake River. If this occurs, a 2000-foot long
revetment may be required to protect the beach. Projected beach evolu
tion Is Illustrated In Figure 1.

The probable maintenance dredging at the causeway breach is estimated
from the five-year computed flux at about 8000 cubic yards per year.
The resolution of the problem in the Corps of Engineers permit is to
require monitoring annually of the accretion and depiction. The City,
as owner, is required to restore the beach, probably by pumping sand
from the accreted side to the depleted side.

A mathematical model was used to project the effects of littoral drift
which Incorporated the following data: sand flux conservation, beach
sand storage, wave longshore energy at the beach, deep-water and breaker
angles of the wave crests with the shoreline and deep-water wave height
and period.

Littoral drift prevails at the site from the west. The Jetties protec
ting the mouth of the Snake River have produced a marked accretion on
the west side and depletion of the east side. A revetment along the
east side has been built to arrest the erosion process which was
threatening beach front properties. The beach configuration as of 1982
may be considered in equilibrium, after 63 years since the construc
tion of the cast jetty In 1920. The west Jetty was built in 1923. In
1940 the jetties were rebuilt with steel and concrete.
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4
Weather and Wave Analysis

Certain critical historical weather and wave data was collected so that

it could be incorporated in the analytic models used to project the
effects of littoral drift and the size of armor rock needed.

The critical wave event was defined assuming a combination fetch and
wind duration and speed which would probably be similar to that produc
ing the estimated 100-yonr surge. The return period for the waves used
for armor protection design was estimated at 100 years. Since the re
sulting still water level would be around 13 feet, the still water depth
at the structure head would be 43 feet. The wind speed for the 100-year
surge was established at 47 knots. A 50-knot speed sustained for 12
hours was assumed for wave forecast. Application of the shallow water
wave forecast formulas resulted in a significant wave height of 16.7
feet and period of 8.9 seconds. The wave height is reduced to 16.5 feet
due to shoaling and refraction. Due to the lack of available wave sta
tistics at Nome, hindcast analyses were made to obtain synthetic wave
records.

Storm surges are due to shallow depths in the Bering Sea. The November
1974 atornsurge produced considerable flooding in Nome, with some parts
of the City under 10 feet of water. Surges of 12 feet have also
occurred in the past. A surge height of 13 feet, corresponding to a
return period of 100 years, was used in the analysis.

Nome is exposed to rather limited fetches for wave generation. In
addition, depths in Norton Sound are on the order of 60 feet or less,
while depths south of Nome reach an average of about 95 feet from chart
datum. Except for a vlndov between St. Lawrence Island and the Delta
of the Yukon River, fetches are limited by opposite shores at about 100
to 150 nautical miles (NH). The window is further limited by the pres
ence of shoals and islets which, together with the effects of refraction
and diffraction would effectively curtail waves coming from further
south. Consequently, fetches of 100 NM toward the SE and 150 NH toward
the S and SW vera assumed for wave estimates.

Maximum recorded winds at Nome airport have reached speeds of more than
56 knots for very short durations. During the ice-free season the maxi
mum recorded on-shore winds have reached speeds of 48-55 knots only
occasionally. The maximum average 12-hour speed from the south, re
corded on November 11, 1974, at the Pribilof Islands, was 46 knots and
the maximum 3-hour speed was recorded at 52 knots. The same storm pro
duced at Nome a maximum average 12-hour speed of 35 knots with a maximum
of 36 knots for 3 hours.

Offshore winds may produce setdowns. which reduce depths available for
operation. Using wind frequencies at Nome it was determined that a set-
down of 2 feet will have a frequency of about 2 in 3 years.

Ice Impacts

The Bering Sea in the vicinity of the port site has shore-fast ice
normally from January through April. Moving Ice sheets and Ice ridges
have the potential of dislodging armor rock and pushing up the sides
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and overriding the facility. Ice sheet thickness of about 1.0 foot is
typical in early winter. A maximum ice sheet thickness of approxi
mately 4.5 feet is predicted from computed freezing degree-day esti
mates of ice growth. Maximum ice sheet thicknesses of 2.5 feet to 3.0
feet are commonly reported in Norton Sound and the Bering Sea. Ice
sheet velocities from zero to 2.5 feet per second with an average value
of 0.70 fps are used in this analysis. The principal force propelling
an extensive sheet of ice is wind drag. For a design wind speed of 60
to 70 mph, relationships for wind drag Indicate that forces of the order
of 20 kip/foot to 50 kip/foot can be generated through a 120-mile long
fetch of ice.

One of the major conclusions of the ice analysis is that armor rock
designed for stability against wave attack remains stable under ice
override in the Nome environment. Ice override will probably be an
infrequent occurrence. A clean unobstructed surface on the exterior
of the facility will prevent damage from ice override and facilitate
ice removal. Ice sheets 2.0 feet and thicker may ride-up the slde-
slopea of the causeway and overtop the causeway crest for both the 20
foot and the 30 foot crest elevations. Ice accumulations up to 30 feet
high were observed to occur in the tests, and comparable ones are pos
sible on the prototype causeway. The 8-ton, randomly placed, rounded
armor boulders protecting the causeway side-slopes remain stable during
ice ride-up on the causeway.

A causeway over-ride is marked by the layering of an initial cover of
ice over the armor boulders as the advancing ice sheet first rldes-up
the side-slope. This layer of ice then acts to protect the underlying
armor boulders as subsequent ico movement occurs over it. After the
first few rlde-ups of an ice sheet on the causeway, the ice sheet fails
at different times at various locations along the causeway. A design
ice load on the causeway side-slopes is sufficient to sustain the duc
tile crushing failure of a 4.5 foot thick ice sheet.

The model tests indicate that the most effective ice-defense strategy
consists of a segmented barrier composed of closely spaced elements
placed offshore of the portion of the port facility to be protected.
Sufficient storage aroo must be available behind the ice barrier to
allow ice rubble to accumulate.

Mathematical analysis was supplemented with analysis using a physical
ice model. The modeled causeway section had a slope of 1:1.5 and was
covered by scale-equivalent 8-ton boulders. The side-slope model was
formed of five independent frames which were supported on hinges at
their base. A load cell, placed behind each frame, was used to measure
the horizontal force exerted by the ice on the side-slope frame. The
model ice sheet was propelled by a pushblade, which was attached to a
motorized carriage which can traverse the length of the ice tank. Load
cells mounted behind the pushblade registered the load applied to the
ice sheet.

Conflict Resolution: Interagency Coordination

The permitting process stretching over three years required extensive
interagency coordination and resolution of conflict. The littoral drift
issue vas significant and is discussed above. The second major Issue Is



that migrating salmon near shore would be forced into deeper, colder
water by the 3000-foot causeway. Alaska State Department of Fish and
Game viewed a fish passage near to shore a3 the solution. Maintaining
salmon is important because subsistence fishing is a major element of
millenla-old Eskimo Inuplaq culture. Salmon fry need shallow water for
food, relatively warmer temperature and protection from predators.

The fish passage is located approximately 500 feet offshore in eight
feet of water, the most acceptable depth to meet Alaska Department of
Fish and Game requirements and also minimize maintenance dredging from
littoral drift accumulation. The breach has a bridge that is 98 feet
long at elevation+16 feet. The slope of the rubblemound beneath the
bridge results in a 50-foot opening at water level and 25-foot on the
sea floor.

These Issues were resolved through the Interagency review of the appli
cation to the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers under Section 10 of the
Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899.

Port Design Engineering Consultant

The City of Nome contracted TAMS Engineers (Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-
Stratton) to produce the design that ultimately was used In the contract
bid package. Ice modeling was done by Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Re
search at the University of Iowa. Preliminary design work was pre
viously done for the City by Tetra Tech.

Footnotes

Port of Nome, Alaska: Design Memorandum, TAMS 1982, Appendix A,
pp. 24-25.

2Ibid. pp. 25-26.

3Ibid. pp. 11-20.

4Ibld. pp. 1-10.

Port of Nome, Alaska: Design Memorandum, TAMS 1982, Appendix B,
pp. 1-43.
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DEEP-OCEAN DUMPING: SHOULD WE USE THE OPEN
OCEAN TO EASE PRESSURE ON THE COASTAL ZONE?

Daniel K. Conner
Coastal andMarine Law Research Program

University of Mississippi
University, MS 38677

Introduction

As inhabitants of the earth, we have four types of environment
accessible to us: terrestrial, marine, atmospheric and celestial. When
we arc faced vith the problem of what to do with the waste products of
civilization. It becomes apparent that our choices are limited. Either
we cut down on the manufacture of wastes, by restraint or recycling, or
we dispose of them in one of those four environments. Outer space is
accessible to us, but for the moment it Is far too expensive to dispose
of waste products there. That reduces our choice to land, air or
vater.

For the purpose of disposal, wastes can be grouped into five
types: (1) ordinary solid wastes—what you find in garbage cans and
landfills, such as household refuse and construction debris; (2)
industrial and chemical wastes, such as pesticides, PCBs or paper mill
refuse; (3) dredge spoils—solid materials removed from the bottom of
water bodies, usually for the purpose of Improving navigation; (4)
sewage sludge—solid material left from the treatment of human or
animal wastes; and (5) radioactive wastes—either "high-level" or
"low-level"—such as what is left from the processing of irradiated
fuel elements or nuclear reactor operations. What we call "hazardous
wastes" may be found in any of these categories, although they arc most
often chemical or nuclear. This paper will use radioactive wastes
("radwastes") to illustrate the issues involved in ocean waste
disposal.

Ocean Dumping

The term "dumping" applies to three methods of disposal: (1)
actual physical dumping into the water column, such as what la done
with dredge spoils or sewage sludge; (2) emplacement of waste
containers in or on the seabed, such as what is proposed to be done
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vlth radvastes; and (3) incineration of wastes at sea, such as what has
been done with certain hazardous chemicals.

In the United States today about 10 percent of all waste products
find their way into the ocean. The types of materials thus disposed of
range from dredge spoils, which represent about 80 percent of what we
dump in the ocean, to radioactive wastes, of vhlch thero is currently
no disposal in United States waters.

Between 1946 and 1970 some 90,000 drums of low-level radvastes
were dumped into tho ocean by U.S. vessels, not far from U.S. coasts.
The entire quantity dumped in those 25 years is today exceeded every
year by European nations that dump radvastes at a single site 550 miles
off England. The U.S. virtually abandoned its dumping program in the
early 1960s, and nothing whatever has been dumped since 1970. This
cessation vas more due to economic than safety reasons.

Ocean dumping vas not regulated until 1972 when Congress passed
the Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act (33 U.S.C.
{11401-1444) popularly called the Ocean Dumping Act. The Act prohibits
marine disposal of "high-level" radvastes, but glvos to the
Environmental Protection Agency power to regulate the dumping of
"low-level" radvastos. The Act was passed to implement the 1972 Ocean
Dumping Convention, concluded in London in 1972 and to which the U.S.
is a party. (2 U.S.T. 2403, T.I.A.S. No. 8165 (done Dec. 29, 1972;
entered into force Aug. 30, 19751). Both the Act and Article IV(l)(a)
of the Convention prohibit dumping of "dangerous" wastes into the ocean
and provide for licenses to dump other vastcs. Neither, however,
prohibits emplacement of wastes beneath the seabed.

The historical trend has been to dispose of wastes in ever more
remote areas. In the future, as near-coastal areas are increasingly
stressed by population growth and resulting decline in water quality,
and as land disposal sites become lass available and more expensive,
pressure to dispose of wastes in the deep oceanwill Increase.

Policy Analysis vs. Ethical Analysis
If the foregoing is so, it becomes essential to examine more

closely the policy and ethical lasuea involved. A vast body of
literature deals vlth scientific or policy analysis of the Issues of
deep-ocean dumping. Virtually none exists that deals vlth ethical
analysis. What is tha difference? Policy analysis la different from,
and ostensibly does not include, ethical analysis. Policy analysis is
concerned with what is possible, expedient, politically attainable and
cheap. Ethical analysis is concerned only with what is "right." It is
rarely used in official determination of public policy—at least in
environmental matters. Instead, it is an individualistic pursuit,
usually the domain of persons and organizations that seek to express
their opinions on the "morality" of government policy. Indeed, an
unusual degree of concern with the "rlghtnoss" of a policy decision on
the part of a policymaker is often viewed as naive. From the nature of
their work, most public officials have come to believe that consensus
on ethical choices is not possible in a pluralistic society like ours.

Many believe this is the way it should be: The government bos no
business meddling In people's ethical beliefs or upholding them.
Ethical debate la thus discouraged In public meetings, probably because
of the widespread but mistaken belief that ethical concerns are



Inextricably wound up with religion—a taboo in public discussion.
Thus, when formal ethical analysis occurs at all in environmental
Issues, it is done by academics vho publish articles in philosophy
Journals, by members of Greenpeace or similar conservation
organizations at their Informal meetings, or by scientists who debate
ethical choices in the privacy of faculty lounges.

To put it simply, policy analysis is what goes on when
decisionmakers meet. Ethical analysis is what goes on when those same
decisionmakers lie awake at night in the privacy of their homes.

Policy Analysis of Ocean DumpInn
It is now widely recognized that the ocean is not a single

environment, but rather an interrelated web of blogeographlcal and
physical units, such as estuaries, unveiling zones and mldocean gyres,
that are vulnerable to human abuse In widely varying degrees. Of all
the earth's environments, the open ocean away from the productive
continental shelves may be the least vulnerable to the influence of
human activity, while coastal and estuarine areas are among the most
vulnerable. For this reason, if for no other, resource managers will
face increasing pressure to direct waste products and deflect
environmental stress away from the coastline to the open ocean.

This will occur for two primary reasons: (1) land-based disposal
options will become less available and more expensive; and (2) ocean
preservationists like Greenpeace or the Oceanic Society or the Cousteau
Society, while articulate and determined, arc numerically weaker than
advocates of any other type of environment on earth. No one lives In
the open ocean, and hence it has no voting constituency.

In recent years some scientists and policy analysts have suggested
that ve are being overly protective of the ocean at the expense of our
groundwaters and our coastal zone. (See, e.g., Charles Ostcrberg,
"Rubbish on the High Seas," Newswook, Oct. 7, 1985 at 18.) Some
believe that the protectionist approach of the 1970s is about to
backfire on us, by degrading our coastal resources and our groundwaters
as a result. Opinions are strongly divided on the use of the deep
ocean as waste space, and the division occurs along several lines of
bifurcation.

Dispersion vs. concentration

Some favor concentration and isolation in the treatment of wastes,
and others favor its opposite, dispersion or dilution to the point of
insignificance. The appropriateness of each view will vary according
to the type of waste product under discussion. There is widespread
agreement, for example, that In the case of sewage sludge, dispersal is
better than concentration. Manure Is valuable when spread equably over
the countryside, but noxious when gathered in a heap; and some
oceanographers believe the same argument applies to the ocean. It is
also widely agreed that the opposite la true In the case of radvastes.

Close-monitoring vs."final" disposal
Some advocate disposal of waste products by putting them in the

remotest possible place, and others prefer to keep them nearby where we
can watch them. Advocates of keeping a close vatch on radvastes, for
example, tend to favor land emplacement. Wc don't know enough about
the deep marine environment to place any hazardous material there
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Irrevocably, they say. Once ve begin to dispose of radvastes thus, the
process may not be easily reversible.

Advocates of remote disposal, on the other hand, want to sao final
and perhaps Irrevocable disposal in the remotest possible place. Get
It away from people and other life forms, they say. Although ve may
not know enough about the marine environment to say vith absolute
confidence that radvaste placed in tha deep-seabed will not reach the
biosphere, still we know enough about it to conclude that it's tha best
ve can do, the furthest we can economically get from human activity.
As one advocate puts It, "We know mora about the plumbing of the oceans
than ve do about Che plumbing of the land." (Edward Goldberg, "The
Oceans as Waste Space: The Argument," Oceanus. Spring 1981 at 9.)

Important assumptions and costs arc burled within each of these
views. Daop-sca disposal encourages an "out-of-sight, out-of-mlnd"
mode of thinking, and it roduces incentives to restraint and recycling
by using what economists call a natural subsidy to Internalize the
costs of disposal. On the other hand, land-baaed monitored vaste
disposal also has hidden assumptions. It may overestimate the
stability of governments and civilizations and their ability to sustain
the kind of long-term commitment needed for effective monitoring. It
externalizes on future generations costs that they may be unwilling to
bear.

Advocates of each view need to answer tho following questions
before ethical and policy analysis of deep-sea dumping can proceed. To
the advocates of deep-sea disposal: Are you confident enough in your
belief that the deep-seabed is the bast place to dispose of radvastes
that you would put it where you can't ratrleve it if you're wrong? And
to the advocates of monitored land disposal: Do you really believe that
any government in the world, now or in the future, after investing
billions in storage facilities, vould willingly abandon that Investment
if something went wrong, and spend an even greater amount to repair the
damage?

Ethical Analysis of Ocean Dumping
Environmental ethics Is that branch of philosophy which seeks to

discover the scope of human duties toward the natural environment. It
Is a relatively new branch of Inquiry, probably Invented as a formal
discipline in 1949 vith the publication of Aldo Leopold's A Sand County
Almanac. It takes as its starting point the following classic
statement from Leopold's book: "A thing is right when it tends Co
preserve tha integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community.
It is wrong when it tends otherwise." (Galaxy Book edn., 1970, at
224-25.) The field now has its own academic journal, in which are
published contributions by philosophers, social scientists, lawyers and
resource managers. (Environmental Ethics, Dept. of Philosophy,
University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602.)

Anthropocentrlsn vs. blocentrism

Among environmentalists there is a wide variety of ethical
stances. We are all familiar with the division betveen

conservationists vho advocate "wise use" of resources and

preservationists vho would put much of what remains off limits to
development. Much debato is also going on about whether environmental
values should be "anthropocentrlc," i.e., human-centered, or
"blocentrlc," life-centered. The blocentrlc approach to environmental



ethics is that advocated by Leopold. It stresses values that preserve
and enhance the health of the entire biosphere, even If necessary at
the expense of human economic welfare. The anthropocentrlc approach
places the collective desires of the human race above everything else.
An anthropocentrlst can often be identified by the cry of "Jobs!"; a
biocentrlst by the cry of "Quality of Life!" This distinction is now
the chief source of division among those vho seek protection of the
environment. Resource managers will run into it more and more and
should become familiar with the subtleties of each position if they
seek to understand public attitudes about resource conservation.

From either the blocentrlc or anthropocentrlc view it la easy to
argue for the protection of tropical forests, estuaries, coral reefs
and other highly productive portions of the earth's surface. Their
value to mankind and to the hoalth of the planet is easily
demonstrable. Leas obvious are the benefitb of protecting relatively
unproductive parts of the earth's surface, such as arid deserts or
polar icecaps. Yet if the number and content of International treaties
and domestic laws now in effect are indicative, a consensus exists that
even such unproductive "wastelands" should to some extent be protected
for their scientific and esthetic values.

No comparable consensus exists that those parts of the open ocean
that arc marine "deserts"—remote from human interests, deficient in
resources and esthetic value—should similarly be protected from the
waste products of civilization. This lack of consensus Is well
Illustrated by the vigorous debate on ocean incineration of hazardous
chemicals and on the emplacement of radwastes in the deep-seabed.

On the Issue of use of the oceans as vaste space blocentrlsts and
anthropocentrists tend to be in agreement. From either point of view,
radwastes should be put in the deep-seabed, where they will be remotest
from both human activities and life processes. For those vho vant the
deep ocean protected from radvaste disposal, the fracture between
opposing points of view runs along other lines.

Who Objects to Deep-Ocean Dumping?
Recently, pressure has been building to reopen the ocean dumping

option for radwastes. In 1980 the Navy devised a plan to dispose of
aging nuclear submarines at sea. Opposition was fierce, and In 1984
the Navy relented, choosing instead to bury its spent subs on
government land. (N.Y. Times. June 5, 1984 at A7.)

The question naturally arises: What is there about the deep ocean
that environmental groups arise to protest its use in this way? The
mid-plate and mid-gyre ocean basins are the most environmentally stable
regions on earth. They are geologically quiet and biologically
unproductive. They are as remote as any earth environment can get from
tectonic activity, eroslonal currents and human activity. They are as
devoid of life as any place on earth except perhaps the polar Icecaps.
They arc covered with thick layers of inert and absorptive clays that
would probably act as an effective natural barrier to Isolate hazardous
wastes burled In them. Deep ocean basins are insulated from climatic
change, and they are the least valuable property on earth. What kind
of environmentalist would rather see a spent nuclear sub on land rather
than in an ocean basin?
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The answer to this question, as ve have soon, cannot be found in
the biocentric/anthropocontrlc split among environmentalists. From
either point of view, the deep ocean is the best possible waste space
on earth. The answer also does not come from the dispersion vs.
concentration views of waste disposal, for placing radwastc on Land
sites or within the daap-seabed both necessitate concentration and
Isolation rather than dlsporslon.

Instead, the answer seems to come from three sources. One is the
policy argument discussed above; it centers on the debate whether it is
better to get rid of dangerous wastes by placing them forever beyond
our easy reach, or by keeping them close where ve can watch them. The
other two objections are ethical arguments, and they have little to do
with remoteness or nearness to human activities, food chains and life
processes. These arguments would oppose deep-ocean disposal of wastes
even if it could be shown that hazards could be effectively contained
and no biological comunltles would be endangered thereby. The
arguments fall under two labels: (1) wilderness preservation—the
argument that we have a duty to guard against further human
encroachment upon natural areas that are now relatively unspoiled by
human activity—and (2) "rights" for natural objects—the argument that
natural features of tho earth have certain "rights" that need to be
protected. Those vho vould raise either of these objections arc as yet
a distinct minority among environmentalists.

Wilderness argument
The first type of environmentalist vho opposes dccp-occan dumping

is what is ordinarily called a wilderness advocate. They vould extend
protection not only to productive areas like the Amazon Basin, but also
to unproductive areas like the Antarctic icecap and the deep ocean
basins. Wilderness advocates are well-known to resource managers and
policymakers, and require no further discussion hero.

"Rights" argument
The other typo—those who vould recognize moral rights In

Inanimate objects—are still relatively unfamiliar, and may require
discussion. Environmentalists in this category presume the existence
of an ethical hierarchy that is unfamiliar to most of us and
incomprehensible to some. In the West, we are not used to taking
seriously the idea that natural objects may have a moral claim on us.
We tend to dismiss that notion as a superstition peculiar to Buddhism,
Druldism or American Indian religions.

Everyone agrees that human beings have rights, both legal and
moral, though the extant of those rights is of course open to
discussion. Similarly, nearly everyone agrees that higher animals have
some limited rights; tho law does not allow pets or useful domestic
animals to be cruelly mistreated, for example. Cruelty Co higher
animals is now seen as an offense to the animal rather than to its

owner, and most of us grant domestic animals a place in our hierarchy
of moral obligations.

For most people, however, this ethical hierarchy stops when ve get
below Flipper or Snoopy or Smokcy the Bear. Tho consensus disappears
when we consider higher animals, like wolves or saa lions, that may
directly compete vlth our Interests, or higher animals, such as monkeys
or apes, that are useful as laboratory animals. But a solid minority
among us believes that certain rights should be extended to predators.



laboratory animals, lower animals and perhaps even plants. And a
smaller but growing minority believes that wa should recognize certain
rights even in Inanimate objects such as rocks or landforms, or in the
earth Itself—especially in csthetically pleasing or prototypical
natural features that arc now relatively unspoiled by human activity.
If not legal rights, then at least moral obligations toward the
environment that transcend economic motives. (See, e.g., Roderick
Nash, "Do Rocks Have Rights?" The Center Hagazlnc, Nov.-Dec. 1977 at
2.)

Who Favors Deep-Ocean Dumping?

The two positions outlined above are the ethical stances that can
be counted on to oppose deep ocean dumping of any kind. Both oppose
the enslavement of any part of the natural environment to human
convenience or economic interests. In favor of deep-ocean dumping are
those vho think remote disposal of dangerous vastus is best both for
humans and for the biosphere. Strict blocentrists would also favor the
remote disposal option, except that those with a blocentrlc orientation
tend also to be wilderness advocates, rights advocates or both.

Conclusion

In 1972 a respected lav reviev published a seminal article by
Christopher Stone on environmental law. The article, entitled "Should
Trees Have Standing?," vas widely circulated and discussed. (45 S.
Cal. Lav Rev. 450 (reprinted by William Kaufmann, Inc., Los Altos,
CAJ.) ("Standing" is a legal term referring to vhether a party vlll be
recognized in court.) In 1976 It vas followed by an article by Scott
Reed that carried the pun further, entitled "Should Rivers Have
Running?" (12 Idaho Law Rev. 153.) To be fully consistent, I should
title this paper "Should Oceans Have Sounding?" except that In this
preliminary exploration I am not able to answer the question posed by
such a title. I shall be content to call it to your attention that
there are those who hold the ethical viewpoint that natural features of
the planet, such as the deep oceans, should bo accorded rights In
themselves, and that policymakers and resource managers will sore and
more have to deal vlth people vho hold this view.

Copyright 1986 by Daniel Kolth Conner. This paper has bean wrlttan in
cooperation with the Mississippi-Alabama Sea Crant Consortium under
administration of Grant No. NA81AA-D-O0050 from NOAA'a Office of Sea
Grant in the U.S. Department of Commerce and by tho Mississippi Law
Research Institute in'the Law Canter of the University of Mississippi.
The U.S. Government is authorized to produce and distribute reprints
for governmental purposes notwithstanding any copyright notation that
may appear hereon.
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HAZARDOUS WASTES, TURTLES, AND THE BEACH:
THE FUTURE OF PADRE ISLAND NATIONAL SEASHORE

Alan D. Risenhoover, Robert B. Ditton, and James H. Gramann
Departmentof Recreationand Parb

Texas A&M University
CollegeStation.TX 77843

This paperevaluates the risks to users from two external threats at PadreIsland
National Seashore, Texas: 1) Barrelswashing ashore,some of which contain potentially
hazardous wastes, and 2) The possibility ofendangered Kemp's ridley sea turtles
fl^nirlnchelvn k£mpj) returningto PadreIslandNationalSeashoreto nest By the mid
1970'sbarrelswashingashoreat PadreIslandwere increasingly becoming aconcern
becauseof the suspectmaterials they contained. Also portions of Padre Islandbeaches
may be closed duringthe monthsof highestvisitationto protectKemp's ridley seaturtles
that may be nesting. Distributionofuse datawere obtainedthrougha visitor survey during
June,July, August, and September1985. Thesedatawereusedto predictareasof greatest
risk to visitors fromcontactwith hazardous wastes,andto identify theeffect of beach
closure on visitation to Padre Island National Seashore. Results indicate that the risk to
visitors from hazardous wastes is greatestin the upper six miles ofthe study area.
Fishermen areexposedto greater levelsof risk in thedown-island areas thanarebeach
users. If Kemp's ridley seaturtlesreturnto PadreIslandNationalSeashoreto nest and the
beachmust be closed forthis purpose, a higherpercentage of fishermen will be displaced
than will beach users. By determining the distributionof use in a particulararea,managers
arebetterableto quantifytheeffect of external threats. Risk assessments have traditionally
addressed external threats affecting Ihe health of aspecific population, such asrisks
associated with hazardous wastes. Further, it is arguedthatrisk assessments associated
with impactson recreation arealsouseful to managerial decisionmaking.
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RISKMANAGEMENTOFPUBLICOPEN-WATER
RECREATIONALBEACHESINTHEUNITEDSTATES

JamesM.McQoy
CoastalZoneLaboratory

TexasA&MUniversityatGalveston
Galveston.TXT7S53

IntheUnitedSlatesthenumberonerecreationalactivityisswimmingandthe
secondrankedactivityisfishing.Combinedwiththefactthatthemajorityofthe
populationoftheU.S.A.resideswithin50milesofthecoast,itisestimatedconservatively
thatannuallythereisapopulation-at-riskonthepublicopen-waterrecreationalbeachesin
excessof250millionpeople.

Theserecreationalbeachesareveryheavilyimpactedbymanandtherehavebeen
numerouscoastalstructurestomaintainpresentbeaches,retarderosion,andtotrap
additionalsedimentHowever,thereareproblemsassociatedwiththeseshoreline
structuresandthegeomorphicnearshoreprocessesthathaveasignificanteffectonhowthe
risksofthesebeachesaremanaged.Theriskmanagementofthisbeachuserpopulation
hasbeenstudiedinonlytheveryminimalway;publicsafetyeducationrelatingtothebeach
environmentandprocessesencounteredtherehasreceivedonlymodestdistribution;and
theequipmentandmethodologyforcarryingoutthismanagementhas,inthemain,
receivedonlycursoryattentionfromthecity,county,state,andnationaladministrative
authoritiesresponsibleforthesafetyandhealthofthebeachpatrons.

Becausethereisaperceptionthatpeopledonotunderstandtheprocessesendemic
tothenearshoreenvironmentandthatthenearshorecontainsnumerousandconstanthidden
dangersintheformofripcurrents,sandbars,andscourholestherehavebeennumerous
lawsuitsbroughttothecourtswhenpeoplehaveInjuredthemselveswhileinthewater,or
divingintothewater.TheproblemhasbecomesoacuteintheUnitedStatesthatcoastal
communitieshavehadtheirmunicipalliabilityinsurancecancelledbecauseoftheselaw
suits.Inalltheselawsuits,the"standardofcare"andthemethodologyofrisk
managementarecalledintoquestion,examinedinminutedetail,andwheneverpossible
foundwantingbyplantiffscounselandassociatedexpertwitnesses.
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Abstract only

MAPPING THE UNMAPPABLE; USE OF GEOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN FISHERIES MANAGEMENT

Langdon S. Warner
Princeton Aqua Science

165 Fieldcrest Avenue, CN 7809
Edison. NJ 08818-7809

There is a growing needto precisely delineate offshore fish andshellfishhabitat.
Current fishery management practice is dependent upon delineation of key nursery
spawning and feeding areas. .Plans foroffshore oil andgasdevelopment alsorequire
accurate habitat mapping. A geographic information system is designedto process large
volumes of spatial data, presenting results in graphic form for interactive use by resource
managers. While a large body of specialized hardware and software exists, use of
geographic information systemsin marine resource management is limitedby the type and
volume of data available and a lack of methods for variable selection and analysis. Using
spatialdataon the distributionof a relatively immobile species, the tilcfish (Lopholatilus
chamaeleonticeps), anda highlymobileshellfish species, thelong finsquid(Loligopaelei),
an experimental geographic information system wascreated. Stadstical andcartographic
manipulation of the data indicate thatmapping of environmental variables thateffect fish
distribution, as opposedto the distribution of the speciesthemselves,may proveto be more
useful in marine resource management.
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THE USE OF MJTIOATION IN ENVIRONMENTAL
PLANNING FOR PORT DEVELOPMENT

Donald R. Deis and R. Steve Dial
Continental Shelf Associates

759Parkway Street
Jupiter, FL 33477

Millicent L. Quammen
NCROUSWFS
1010 Gause Blvd.

Slidcll, LA 70458

Thio study conducted under contract from USFWS consisted of four
tasks: 1) Review and evaluate past aitigation projects in the Tampa
Bay area; 2) prepare a list of feasibility options; 3) identify and
rank potential mitigation sites; and 4) develop management and/or
restoration recommendations.

Auble et al. (1985), in a report on a workshop in which
mitigation options to port development in Tampa Bay were suggested,
discussed two classes of mitigation options: those designed to avoid,
minimize, rectify, or reduce the adverse impacts of development, and
those designed to compensate for unavoidable impacts. This document
discusses the second class of mitigation options—-those involving
compensation for impacts whore there is loss of habitat* However,
implementation of management practices designed to reduce or avoid
further impacts on Tampa Bay by port and othor typos of development
are recommended before allowing development requiring compensation.
These management practices are also an important part of any program
developed to improve water quality and wetlands habitat within Tampa
Bay.

Evaluation of Past Mitigation Projects

Ten sites where restoration was to have occurred were

evaluated. These included filling of a subtldal area and plantings
of black needlerush (Juncus roemerlanus), mangroves (Rhitophora
mangle. Avicennia germinans, and Laguncularia racemose), and smooth

cordgrass (Soartina alterniflora). Two of tho sites were plantings

on dredge-spoil islands. Specific goals were not stated for most of
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these projects. Our criteria for success must therefore be defined
after the fact, and may not be the same as those envisioned by the
contractor or regulatory agency. It is unlikely that a particular
restoration project could meet all possible criteria for success,
such as increasing productivity, providing habitat for particular
species, controlling erosion, and improving water quality, without
studies of conditions existing before the projects and a knowledge
of natural population variability, it is difficult to evaluate
habitat replacement—which is the goal usually suggested or Implied
for restoration projects.

Success can be defined in terms of plant survival of the
species planted and how this provides for in-kind replacement of the
plant species lost. However, even these criteria pose difficulties
in defining success unless: <!) the previously existing natural
densities for the sites evaluated are known, (2) a desired density io
defined, and (3) specific goals for that density are delineated. For
the sites investigated, a variety of plants with different growth
rates were planted. The lengths of time since planting and the
environmental conditions where the plantings occurred varied and may
not have been optimal for the species planted.

Spartlna alternlflora was planted at six 3ites from 6 months to
6 years before this study. For five sites, data concerning survival
at 1 year after planting are available (Table 2). Three sites
(Archie Creek, Sunken Island, and Placido Bayou) had 70%+ survival,
whereas two sites (Palm River and Feather Cove 1984) had survival

rates of 25% or less. The portion of Feather Cove planted in 1993
had 90% survivorship. Shoreline erosion has destroyed a large
portion of the S. alternlflora planted at Spoil Island 2-D. Four
sites were older than 5 years at the time of the evaluation.
Spartlna alternlflora has beon reported to coalesce in less than two
years when planted at 0.3 a Intervals (Kruczynskl 1982). Density
values averaged greater than 100 culms/m2 at the 6 year old projecto
(Archie Creek and Sunken Island). However, variability in planting
success after 1 year is shown by the successful portion of Feather
Cove (approximately 150 culms/m2) and Placido Bayou (an average of
less than than SO culms/m2). Lewis and Lewis (1977) reported 741%
(36 to 267 culms/m2) increases in plant density values after
10 months on Fishhook Spoil in Tampa Bay. In Georgia, density values
for S. alternlflora increased 977% (10 to 97.7 culms/m2) after
5 months (Riemold 1980). This evaluation shows that excellent growth
for S. alternlflora can be achieved in Tampa Bay given the proper
conditions. Factors contributing to poor survival includei failure
to restore the habitat to appropriate elevations) shoreline
crosionpoor maintenance (i.e., removal of exotic vegotation, floating
debris, etc.); competition by high marsh or upland plants; and poor
planting technique.

Spartlna alternlflora was established successfully in areas of
low tidal and wave energy (Archie Creek, Sunken Island, a portion of
Feather Cove, and Placido Bayou), but not in areas undergoing erosion
(Spoil Island 2-D and Palm River). A contributing factor may be the
lack of sufficient root mass to bind the sediments and retard
erosion. Canteen (1976) found that the aboveground biomaos of



Table 2. Susaary of Information on selected e4tigatlon/r**tor4tlOn projecta In Taapa Bay.
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S. alternlflora established on dredged spoil equaled that of a
natural marsh but the belowground bicmass was less than half that in

a natural marsh. Therefore, S, alternlflora may not bo a good choice
for controlling shoreline erosion; structural methods might be
considered in conjunction with marah grass plantings*

Succession of S- alternlflora to mangroves is occurring at three
sites (Archie Creek, Sunken Island, and Placido Bayou)* Spartlna
alternlflora servos as a pioneer species for invasion by mangroves
(Lewie and Dunstan, 1975; Lewia, 1982) and may be expected to decline
as the mangroves increase in density and size. Invasion appears to
occur within 1 to 5" years for all species of mangrove. The species
invading varies depending upon the available seed source. All three
species of mangroves had been naturally recruited among the planted
S. alterniflora at Sunken Island. The heights of the trees ranged
from 0.3 to 2.0 m.

At four sites, mangroves were planted 5 to 10 years before this
study* At the two oldest sites (planted 9 and 10 years previously),
the planted species (Rhizophora manglo) failed to grow (Harbor
Island) or was the leapt abundant species (Apollo Beach), although
rcachinq a helnht of 0.5 to 2 a at the latter site. Natural
recruitment bv white mangrove (Laguncularla raccmosa) and black

mangrove (Avlconnla germinans) resulted in these species occurring in
higher densities than red manqrove (Rhizophora mangle) at the latter

site. Heights of these two species ranged from 0.S to 3 m.
Densities at the 5 year old site (Fantasy Island) averaged 3/«r.
Some of the planted individuals are heinq lost to erosion; however,

natural recruitment is occurring rapidly enough to counter these

losses. The trees at this site ranged in heiqht from 0.3 to 1.9 m at
the time of planting. Heights 4 years later ranged from 0.1 to
1.2 m. The lack of apparent qrowth may have been caused by
disproportionate death of the larger planted trees; stunting of
growth by freeze damage; or low qrowth rates from low nutrient

conditions because of high organic oxport. Alternatively, the small

size of the mangroves may reflect: recruitment of new seeds. Factors
contributing to poor survival of mangroves include erosion and
failure to restore the habitat to appropriate elevations*

Only ono Juncus roemerlanua site (Branches Hammock) was

evaluated. Some habitat was permanently lost under the bridges and

to the bridge structure, necovery of J. roenerlanus appears to be
slower than that of S. alternlflora, and the conditions for survival

of the former arc more exacting. A mixed community consisting of
J. roemerianuo and other wetland species resulted when the proper
substrate was not replaced by the bridge contractor. The regulatory
agency decided not to require replanting of «i. roemerianu3 because
the existing community was deemed acceptable wetland habitat (FDER,
pers. coram.).

For the subtidal site (Lassing Park), the goal of reducing water

depth was achieved. It remains to be seen whether seagrasses invade
this area naturally or survive if thoy are transplanted.



Two of the projects evaluated wero conducted at dredge spoil
islands. One was devised to compensate for destruction of vegetated
intertldal habitat, whereas the other wa9 a habitat enhancement
project. The loss of bay bottom to these Islands does not appear to
have been considered in the overall balance of gains and losses.
Given the extent of tho soaqrass losses in Tampa Bay, the creation of
upland and vegetated Intertldal habitat on the bay bottom nay be
Inappropriate policy.

Permanent loss of wetland habitat has occurred in at least three
projects. Changes in the kind of plant species, for part or all of
the area lost, have occurred In seven of the nine projects (the
subtidal fill, Lassing Park, is not included). Archie Creek and
Apollo Beach are the two sites which appear to havo species of plants
similar to those occurring in the lost habitats. Rocovory of a
community similar in function to that which was lost was not
determined in this study, and Is difficult to assess without
measurements made before the previous community was lost.

The seven projects designed to mitigate for habitat lost
required a 1:1 habitat replacement. Few projects, if any, achieved
this goal If we assume in-kind replacement was the objective. For
the six small mitigation projects plus ono for erosion control,
20.4 ha of vegetated habitat were to be replaced] 1.9 ha of this may
be permanently lost) and at least 18.3 ha of wetlands were replaced
by a different kind of habitat than that lost (in-kind loss).
Mangrove habitat has been replaced out-of-kind because It has been
recommended that £. alternlflora be planted initially with the
expectation that mangroves eventually will colonize planted areas.
The remaining out-of-kind replacement projects which failed resulted
in the creation of approximately 10 ha of unvegetated, shallow,
subtidal bottom. In the one large project, Apollo Beach, 110 ha of
mangrove forest ware destroyed. Natural recruitment has resulted in
a dense mangrove forest 13 years after destruction, but from aerial
photography tho area appears less well developed than an adjacent
undisturbed mangrove forest.

Recommendations

Human construction of wetland habitats is difficult and should

be attempted only after all other avenues have been explored. It is
better to avoid or minimize development Impacts during the planning
3tage than to redress or compensate for them later* If impact
avoidance is not posolble, in-kind replacement of the habitat is
recommended. Replacement by an alternate habitat should be
considered only if the replacement habitat has been determined to be
rare and endangered and the habitat lost is relatively common.
Restoration for lost habitat 3hould occur in upland areas, if
possible, so that wetland area is maintained at a constant level.
Enhancement of existing wetland is desirable to mitigate for impacts

that degrade but do not destroy wetlands.
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Additional compensation by roplacing more area than that lost
should be required if the probability of successful replacement of a
habitat type is low, as with soagrasses, or if the length of time for
recovery is longer than two growing seasons, as when Spartlna
alterniflora is planted to replace mangrovos. Although this species
is recontmended for planting instead of mangroves, the succession to a
mature mangrove forest requires many years. During the successional
period, the many functions of mangrove forests, including provision
of breeding habitats for wading birds and pelicans (Schreiber and
Schreiber, 1978) would not be realized. Our site surveys were
primarily vegetation surveys. Although we recorded observations of
fi3h and wildlife, November is not a time when use by birds or fishes
is very high. Quantitative observations during different seasons and
knowledge of fish and wildlife usage of comparable natural habitats
arc necessary for a cotcplato evaluation of the success of the

restoration projects.

Monitoring to determine that restored habitat is functioning
well for its stated goals and maintenance to control damage by
floating debris and Invasion by exotic plants should be Included In
the design of future projocts. Documentation and publication of tho
results should be required so that this information is available for
future projects. Future altlgatlon/restoratlon projects in wetlands
may be more successful if specific goals for the area being restored
are 3tated, compliance Is more strictly enforced, and restoration
techniques are refined to meet the goals. A detailed mitigation
policy must be developed. Assurlty bonds should be required prior to
issuing permits. Detailed mitigation policy has yet to be developed
by the Stato of Florida, though it is expected in the near future as
the Warren S. Henderson Wetland Protection Act of 1984 is
Implemented. Monitoring and enforcement are increasing as agencies
gain authority to protect these habitats.

Feasibility of Mitigation Options

Table 2 suuiaurlzes the feasibility of aitigatlon/restoratlon
options for each habitat typo discussed. Also Included, where
applicable, are recommended planting species, techniques, approaches,
potential problems, and potential uses of dredged material.

The use of Spartlna alternlflora to create salt marshes is
recoamended for newly created Intertldal areas such as islands or
shorelines constructed from dredged material. Juncus roemerianuo has
been planted In the high marsh areas but it Is slow growing and
sensitive to 3oll elevation. Both species can be planted relatively
inexpensively as sprigs or plugs. Spartlna alternlflora is a
fast-growing grass that can quickly stabilize an Intertldal
shoreline. Fertilizers may be required if the soil is nutrient-poor
and temporary or permanent breakwaters oay be needed in high-energy
environments. The importance of planting elevation for
S. alternlflora Is well documented, and this must be taken into
account for a successful project. As mentioned above, in the Tampa
Bay area, S. alternlflora appears to be a serai stage to mangrove
forest development. After establishment, S_. alternlflora tends to
naturally collect floating mangrove seeds and protect the seedlings
during development.



The feasibility of expanding and Improving mangrove habitat
containing the three species of mangroves found in Florida to good-
The most cost-effective technique Is to plant seeds or seedlings of
the three species* Mangroves aro known as shoreline stabilizers;
potential problems during revegetatlon, however, result from the slow
growth of the trees and spread of their root systems* When first
planned, the mangroves are highly susceptible to erosion by waves and
boat wakes. The most successful projects reviewed were mangrove
plantings in regraded areas within existing rangrove forests, e.g.,
the Grassy Point and Windstar projects. The existing mangroves
provide the needed protection and planting seeds or seedlings
accelerates the natural revegetatlon process. Spartlna alternlflora
can provide the same protection and may be a means for
preconditioning newly created intertldal areas (e.g., those created
with dredged material) for planting or natural colonization of
mangroves. However, a source of mangrove seeds needs to be available
for natural colonization. Optimal planting elevation for mangroves
appears to be at or slightly below the level of the surrounding
mar3h. Also existing mangrove wetlands can be improved by opening
and irnproving connections between Isolated wetland areas and the
estuary. The described enhancement however, should not be used to
mitigate for loos of habitat.

It is not likely that a 3eagraas planting program in Tampa Bay
will oe successful until water quality and clarity are improved
(T3RPC, 1995). Before a large seagrass planting program la
undertaken in Tacepa Bay, an experimental planting program to identify
the seagrass species, locations, and methods best suited for planting
needs to be initiated. Data from tho projects reviewed indicate that
Halodule wrightli, because of its broad tolerance to environmental

stress and pioneering features, may be the most successful species
overall. Thalasaia testudlnum plantings have been successful, but

the species is slow growing. The most successful planting methods
for these species of seagrasses have been plugs, shoots, or
seedlings* Because of the low survival rate of planted seagrasses
and the consequent need for replanting, seagrass planting projects
have proven to be expensive, e.g., Biscayne Bay and New Pass Channel.

Creation of tho other intertldal and subtidai habitats (mud

flats, artificial reefs, and oyster reefs) has not been traditionally
considered as a means of estuarine mitigation, restoration, or
enhancement* However, creation of theoe habitats should be

considered as a means to attract particular 3pecles of fish and
wildlife provided tho habitat has been found to be limiting.
Artificial and oyster reefs can be constructed to attract specific

molluscs, crustaceans, and finfishes and an array of fouling
organisms.

Water quality must be improved before seagrass, algal, and
oyater reef communities can be expanded in Tampa Bay (TBRPC,

1985). Creation of wetlands, which are known to sequester nutrients
and retard upland runoff, may help to reverse the historical decline

in water quality in in Tatrpa Bay. Limitations exist as to the
acceptance of creation of wetlands for water quality improvements.
Many studies have linked the food webs of wetland habitats to
ecoLogically and commercially important animal speclos. Analysis of
historical trends of the populations of these species in wetland
habitats in Tampa Bay is needed in order to prioritise the desired
habitats for a large-scale restoration program and to olva dlreoi*..tin
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to the question of placement (location and size). The feasibility
options recommendod in this section, along with an understanding of
historic habitat losses and desired neodo, should form the basis for
development of a bay-wide restoration and/or enhancement program for
Tanpa Bay.

Identification of Potential Mitigation Sites

Twelve potential mitigation sites wore evaluated: six in
Hillsborough Bay, flvo in Old Tampa Bay, and one in Lower Tampa Bay.
The proposed mitigation plans for tho Hillsborough Bay sites would
involve filling 47 ha of old dredged borrow pits, filling 165.1 ha of
oubtidal sand flats for creation of mangrove or marsh habitat, and
scraping down 52.2 ha of disturbed upland and transitional wetlands
habitat for marsh creation. The proposed mitigation plans for the
Old Tampa Bay sites would Involve filling 132 ha of dredged borrow
pits and scraping down 121 ha of disturbed upland. At the Lower
Tampa Bay site, the plan calls for scraping down of 2.5 ha of
disturbed upland for marsh creation. After evaluating the value of
existing benthic habitats, filling subtldal areas may not be
acceptable as mitigation. Additional projects for Manatee County are
being developed by the FDNR (Evans, 1985).

At a majority of tho sites evaluated or selected as suitable for
habitat creation, submerged lands are owned by the TPA or other State
or local public agencies (e.g., SWFWMD). Of the 12 sites proposed,
11 are located all or in part on submerged lands owned by tho TPA or
other governmental entitles. Three sites encompass some privately
owned land. Prioritization of the .sites should be based on data

concerning wetland habitat loss (i.e., Tampa Bay Trend Analysis
Study) for each area of the bay and/or needs tor particular habitats
or species. The wetland trend study has not been completed and
identification of needs for particular habitats or species has not as
yet been attempted. Criteria that could be used to assign site
priority In the absence of information on habitat loss and needs
include: (1) land ownership (use of public owned lands will minimize
coats)) (2) needs for and feasibility ot restoration in relation to
future port-related projects) and (3) relationships to bay-wide
restoration efforts and habitat needs. Site selection should also

involve consideration of anticipated TPA needs in terms of expansion,
improvement, or maintenance, and the types and amounts of unavoidable
habitat losses projected. If the goal is to mitigate unavoidable
losses due to future port development, a balance between habitat
needs and anticipated unavoidable losses should be established.

Additional important factors to be considered in relation to

site selection include pumping distances, suitability of dredged
material for habitat creation, and the quantity of dredged material
needed. Only sites within Hillsborough County may prove feasible
from an engineering viewpoint) sites in Old Tampa Bay, excluding



HacOlll, would probably exceed maximum allowable pumping distances.
Projections of tho volume of material to be dredged over the next 25
years are currently being compiled by the TPA. Of the total volume,
most will be maintenance dredged material that may not be suitable
for habitat creation. The potential use of maintenance dredged
material for habitat creation should be evaluated further or disposal
on upland or offshore slteo may be necessary. The foasibility of
alternate sand sources for some of the projects should be considered.
Future TPA dredging and development activities may not generate
enough good quality fill material required to complete the selected
mitigation projects. Upland sand sources for some of the projects
may need to be considered, especially those In upper Old Tampa Bay
which are isolated from TPA projects.

Another problem to be concerned with is the scarcity of single

large upland sites for habitat creation* Proposed projects at 9 of
the 12 sites evaluated involve the scraping down of uplands* The
size of the proposed siteo ranges from 2 ha (Delaney pop-off canal)
to 49 ha (Booth Point). Of the proposed areas for habitat creation
involving the scraping down of uplands, 30% and 69% by area are
located in Hillsborough Bay and Old Tampa Bay, respectively. In

light of this scarcity of upland habitat for creation of new
wetlands, restoration and enhancement of existing degraded wetland
may need to be evaluated though this type of mitigation will not be
acceptable for loss of wetland habitat* Mitigation needs for
development may require that avoidance, reduction, and minimization
of adverse effects be pursued as mitigation rather than destruction
of wetland habitat.

Management and/or Restoration Recommendations

As the legal framework for environmental preservation and
protection becomes more defined on all levels of govornment, the fact
that we can no longer afford to lose wetland habitat to development
should be made clear. To achieve this goal, mitigation that avoids,
minimizes, and reduces the effects of development on wetlands should
be recommended before replacement of habitat Is even considered.
There is a need for a local agency with an ecoregional perspective to
oversee and coordinate the protection of natural resources in Tampa
Bay. The initial stops in a coordinated effort to set regional goals
for correction of the environmental problems in Tampa Bay have
recently been undertaken by the Tampa Bay Management Study Commission

(TBRPC, 1985). The' Future of Tampa Bay (TBRPC, 1985) proposes
solutions and funding sources for many of the environmental problems
indentified in Tampa Bay.

When a project has been found to meet the requirements
justifying unavoidable loss of habitat and all other alternatives
have been explored, mitigation requiring compensation may be
necessary. To provide guidance to developers and agencies for

developing an acceptable compensation plan, the local agency should
have defined regional restoration goals and determined the design
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criteria adequate to achieve these. The regional goal3 will
determine whether in-kind or out-of-kind habitat replacement is to be
recommended.

In this report it has been shown that marsh vegetation, i.e.
mangroves and Spartlna alternlflora, can be planted with rolatlve
ease and expected to grow well in Tampa Bay. As previously
demonstrated, seagrass restoration, however, is still experimental
and results are unpredictable. The value of benthic habitats and
recommendations for their restoration has not boon determined.

For compensation to be fair and consistent, standardized
evaluation procedures (ways to determine the gains and losses from a
development project and compensation plan) need to be used. The
USFWS Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) is useful, although it has
not been used extensively in coastal environments. The reasons
appear to bo the limited availability of trained personnel, the
uncertainty about its validity in habitats that aro naturally
variable, and the limited availability of models. However, the
number of models tor species in wetland habitats have recently
increased. HEP also does not evaluate all wotland "functions."
Adamus and Stockwoll (1983) have proposed procedures reported to
evaluate other "functions" but some of the assumptions used to
develop the predictors are untested, disputable or wrong for some
regions of the country. Before this or any procedure is recommended
for use, it needs extensive field testing by qualified scientists in
the types of wetlands for which it is reccceended. These tests
should be performed in wetlands for which there are at least 5 years
of hydrological and ecological data and the procedures revised to
reflect what is learnod.

Once compensation has been accepted, compliance with the plan
proposed must bo ensured. This is best accomplished by including a
consistent monitoring plan as part of the project cost. The
information provided by monitoring can also assure that regional
needs arc being met, provide information for updating regional goals
and more effective design criteria, and indicate whero research is
needed.

More research is needed on certain aspects of wetland
restoration. Seagrass restoration is still experimental and results
are not predictable. More research is needed on the animal use of
mangrove and Spartlna alternlflora restoration projects, comparing
them with existing stands of the plants. Much ot our knowledge on
these systems is intuitive and, as Nixon (1980) indicates, many of
the assertions may bo generalizations. This renoarch may lead to
more effective design criteria for the planting and monitoring of
restoration projects.



A major problem In implementing any type of mitigation policy
for Tampa Bay is that the State has only begun to creato the
necessary legislative framework. Tho Wetlands Act of 1984 provides
for mitigation of activities deemed unavoidable, i.e., compensation
in the in the project. The procedures for administrating this
policy, however, havo not yet been defined and therefore guidance for
the administration of these laws currently does not exist.
Therefore, development of State, regional, and local mitigation
policy needs to occur and be coordinated with the Federal policy to
provide guidelines for wetland protection and development.
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SEAGRASS: A NEGLECTED COASTAL RESOURCE

Lionel N. Eleuterius
BotanySection

Gulf Cost Research Laboratory
Ocean Spring!, MS 39S64

Summary Discussion

A companion of Ihe published seagrass lileiatuie wilh thai on tidal marsh indicates <hai
Ihe lallei has received far more mention over Ihe past 20 years than seagrass. Presenil) an
approximate ratio of 100:1 exists. Less than 500 references exist on Ihe botanical anil
ecological aspects of seagrasses found in the northern Gulf of Mexico. The primary species
found in Ihis region are: Thalaitia tcuudlnum, Syringodium filiforme. Halodule wrtghtii and
llalophila engelmannii. Ruppia maritime Is estuarine in Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama.
here it does nol grow intermixed with the three. In sharp contrast.Ruppia maritima occurs
associated with true seagrass in Texas and South Florida. This paper addresses ihe three main
causes thai have resulted in a lack of research and, hence, information on seagrasses. Although
seagrass meadows arewell known within lite scientificcommunity, to be important as habitat
for a multitude of marine animals, little is known about the plants themselves. The basic
problems are: (1) logistical. (2) difficult species to work with, and (3) lackof publicaware
ness. Most seagiass meadows lie or extend a considerable distance off the mainland shore.
Proper study of these seagrass meadows requires the use of seaworthy boats which usually
entails a costly logistical operation. Such costs have, correspondingly, caused many funding
sources some reluctance in supporting seagrass research. Consequently little is known about
the autecoiogy of the various seagrass species of their physiology, adaptations, systematic! or
reproductive biology.

Secondly, transplanting and culture sludies have clearly shown thai seagrasses arc
extremely sensitive to dislurbance. Transplanting and cultural sludies are still extremely
experimental. And nobody has successfully grown seagiasses for any significant length of
time under controlled conditions in Ihe laboratory or in glasshouses (greenhouses). Generally.
many of the plants die in bolh transplantation and cultural studies which clearly indicate that
seagrasses are difficult io work wilh. Consequently some scientists are reluctant to work with
plant species or attack problems with which there is a very high degree of potential failure.
Lack of coordinated field and cultural sludjes has resulted in an almost total absence of

physiological information.

Thirdly, a lack of public awareness of seagrasses exists because they occupy a submerged
habitat and are therefore not highly visible in comparison to tidal marshes. Furthermore,
most seagrass meadows arc off the mainland shore and the general public simply is not aware
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of them because of this distance factor. Most people are not aware that the sea bottom may
be vegetated by plants thai produce flowers at such considerable distances from the mainland
shores. Alack of public awarenesshas resulted in a lack of public support for seagrass research
and hence, their preservation. Efforts should be made to inform Ihe general public of Ihe
presence of seagrasses and of their Importance as a coastal and marine resource.

The literature clearly Indicates that there is a world-wide decline of seagrass. The causes
are unknown or poorly known and probably vary from place to place. Kemp (1983) presents
an excellent general treatment of Ihil subject. Locally, in the Mississippi, Louisiana, and
Alabama coastal waters, hurricanes have been a major cause of seagrass destruclion. In Missis-
sippi Sound, freshwater released through The Bonnet Carre Spillway above New Orleans.
Louisiana, travels through Lake Pontchartrain, Lake Bourne and enters Mississippi Sound,
where it has kept waier salinity at zero for three months or more. I surveyed Ihe seagrass
beds in Mississippi's coastal wateis in 1968 and 1969 and prepared maps of their locations
(Eleuterius, 1971). There were about 4,662 hectares (11,520 acres) of bottom covered by
seagrass. Hurricane Camille occuncd in 1969 and destroyed many seagrassbeds. I resurveyed
our coastal wateis foi seagrass beds in 1970 and each year until 197S and found that about
1,970 hectares (4.866 acres) remained which is reported in Eleuterius and Miller. (1976).
Aboul 30% or 1,396 hectares (3,448 acres) of seagrass beds were lost due to Hurricane
Camille, and a loss of about 28% or 1,296 hectares (3,202 acres) was attributed to prolonged
low salinity. Fot a total loss of 38% over a six year period.

Numerous seagrass species are involved in the world-wide decline. Moreover, most evi
dence suggests thai anthropogenic influences are involved. Increased inputs of nutrients,
inorganic sediments, petroleum and industrial contaminants have been cited in relation tu
diminution of seagrass in the Dutch Waddenzee (Den Hartog and Polderman. 1975), Ihe
French Mediterranean (Peres and Plcard, 197S), Cockburn Sound Australia (Cambridge,
1979), Chesapeake Bay (Bayley ct al., 1978; Orth and Moore, 1981; llaramis and Carter,
1983) and Tampa Bay, Florida (Lewis et al., 1979).

Disease organisms, such as animal parasites, parasitic fungi and harmful bacteria or
viruses have nol been adequately investigated. Disease organisms are more apt to inled
stressed plants, than those In a healthy environment. By what criteria does one determine a
"healthy" environment for seagrass or healthy seagrass plants? Although a considerable
amount of research examined the mysterious "wasting disease" which decimated populations
of Zostera marina during the I930's (Tutin, 1938), Ihe etiology of the disease still remains
unclear. However, the impact of the "wasting disease" ol Zostera marina has caused signifi
cant direct and indirect effects on the marine environment and the associated seagrass fauna
(Rasmuuen. 1977).

Suggested Research Priorities

Enough research has been done on seagrass productivity, decomposition and associated
animal communities Io establish the importance of their ecologicalrole. Physiologicalstudies
should receive top priority in research programs on seagrasses. However, these must involve
cultural sludies in the laboratoryor "greenhouse" where living seagrass can be maintained over
a period from two to four yearsor longer. It is often difficult or impossible to extrapolate
ecological data taken on seagrasscommunities in Florida, Texas or North Carolina Io those in
Mississippi, Louisiana or the Alabama coasts because the geographical locations represent
greatly different environments. Furthermore, there is no doubt that seagrasses growing in
south Florida and Texas aredifferent physiologically from those growing In Mississippi waters
(Evans et al„ 1986; Pullch, 1985; McMillan, 1978). These facts bring into focus the need lor
detailed systematic studies. There is considerable variation within a single speciesin certain
localities anddocumentation of thisvariation Islacking (Eleuterius, 1974;Eleuterius. In press,
Phillips and Lewis, 1983). The decline in seagrass populations begs Ihe question: "What is



the cause?" Although some reports indicate that pollution, increased turbidity caused by
rapid run-off of rainwater and heated water from electrical generating plants, dredging opera,
lions, diversion of freshwater, and outboard motor "ruts" have all caused damage to seagrass
beds, little attention has been given to disease organisms as agents causing large-scale decline
in seagrass beds in tropical or subtropical waters. Hurricane and siorm damage Io seagrass
beds is relatively well known, but continuous survey and inventory is necessary to assess
damage, acreage and standing crops. However, the rale of seagrass recovery is not uctl
known. Moreover, seagrass beds displace themselves in a westerly direclion in Mississippi
Sound (Eleuterius, 1974).

Much needs to be done to determine the ecological factors that affeel Ihe growth olM-j-
grasses. Furthermore, Ihe sediment and water chemistry of seagrass habitats need to be cliar-
acterized at many widely separated geographical locations. Such data would be important Tor
comparison elsewhere and provide a better understanding ofthe local conditions under winch
seagrasses grow. Light quality and intensity are important and water pressure needs to be
looked into. These kinds of data are needed also in designing culture systems in the laboratory
and greenhouse where physiological information can be obtained and bioassays, using tea-
grasses, can be conducted.

Although many scientists feel that transplanting seagrasses is not "worthwhile." 1 dis
agree. Much physiological and morphological information can be obtained from such studies,
and they should be continued. A few "transplants" can make an ecological difference. Many
transplantings have been successful (Thayer et al., 1982; McLaughlin el al., 1983; Eleuterius
and McClellan, 1976; Eleuterius. 1975a; Eleuterius, 1975b; Eleuterius, 1981).

Furthermore, the reproductive biology of most seagrass species requires further clarifica
tion (McMillan, 1985a; Caye and Meinesz. l985;Durako and Moffler. 198S). Flower produc
tion in Mississippi Sound occurs periodically and this year (1986), seeds were produced
abundantly, but none have germinated. After extensive searching no seedlings were found.
Are they sterile? Docs something feed on the teed? Are Ihe seeds swept oul inlo the deep
sea? McMillan (1985b) reported on a "seed reserve" in Ihe sediments of seagrass habitats in
the Laguna Madre off Texas. No such seed reserve occurs In Mississippi Sound (Eleuterius.
unpublished data). Over a period of I8W years of close observation 1 have seen few seeds, so
the seagrass populations in Mississippi Sound are obviously mainiained by vegetative growth.
A precarious situation.

Research must solve so-called "pure science" problems In order to arrive al practical
application. The following is based on this consideration. Detailed in silu studies which will
define the major ecological factors influencing the growth of seagrasses are needed. Emphasis
should be placed on light, substrate and water characteristics. I suggest that these follow an
autecological approach with appropriate manipulations made In Ihe field. Concurrent or sub
sequent laboratory culture studies should be designed to replicate environmental conditions
as determined in the seagrass ecosystems. When successful culture of seagrasses in the labora
tory or greenhouse conditions are obtained, critical controlled study and assessment of eco
logical and physiological factors will then be possible. The lack of vigorous adventitious
growlh and its total absence in most instances indicate thai seagrass ecosystems are fragile. A
fresh look at the morphology and growth patterns of the seagrasses, especially Halodule
wrtghttl. needs to be carried out. Morphological work, based on statistical analysis, which
would reveal the relationship of rhizomes and shoot production would be extremely impor
tant io a better understanding of vegetative growth and rates of rhizome growth. Can the
growth rate of seagrass rhizomes be enhanced in such a manner that the plants will spread
moie quickly? Do cerlain genotypes within a species grow much faster lhan others? Bigley
and Harrison (1986) offer some interesting possibilities.
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Light penetration Is probably one of the factors limiting seagrass distribution in turbid
waters, such as Ihat found along the mainland shore in Mississippi. Seagrassesin Mississippi
Sound are not generally found growing in water greater than 3 meters in depth (MLW).
Phillips (1960) and Taylor (1928) Indicates thai In Cuban waters the greatest depth was about
24 meters (80 feet). However, even in these clear waters, maximum growth occurred in
shallow waters of 7-16 meters (23-52 feet). Buesa(1975) also Indicates that blue light may
favor Ihe growth of Syrlngodlum flliforme and red light for Thalatsla lestudinum. II is Inter
esting Io note Ihat T. lestudinum is very abundant on the soulheaslein Cuban shelf, whereas
in Mississippi Sound, Halodulewrightii Is the most abundant species. A combination of water
depth, wave energy and an array of related ecological factors affect seagrass distribution
productivity and reproduction at different locations.

Concluding Remarks

It Is extremely important that techniques ofculluring seagrasses, including tissue culture,
be developed as soon as possible in view of declining and disappearing populations, well
adapted to geographical areai. Such a siluation exists in Mississippi Sound loday. where
Thahssia tcuudinum, Syrtngodium flliforme and Haloduleengelmannii have practically dis
appeared, primarily because of Hurricane Elena and several other storms and hurricanes ihat
occurred here in I98S. Restocking from an Innovative seagrass nearby nursery may save these
especially adopted ecotypes and genotypes from extinction. Hopefully, it is not too late.
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EVOLVING RATIONALES FOR FEDERAL HABITAT PROGRAMS

Preface

Thomas E. Bigforrj
Habitat Conservation Branch

National Marine Fisheries Service
National Oceanicand AtmosphericAdmsuslntion

Gloucester. MA 01930-3097

This paper is theopinion of the author. It may not represent the
views of other agencies or staff. Nonetheless, it does explain
some of the pressures affecting habitat conservation programs
during an era of decreasing federal budgets and growing coastal
development pressures.

Introduction

Federal habitat programs In the Northeast, and perhaps elsewhere,
are entering a newera In their efforts to restore and protect
living marine resources and their habitat. These new challenges
to existing programs threaten to change program emphasis, affect
the breadth of coastal resource planning, and limit the tools of
federal habitat managers. This trend is most obvious at the
budget and management decision levels where pressures from
development and oonruercial Industries and politics are most
severe; fortunately, many staff biologists and planners still
operate with the full agency mandates In mind, unperturbed by the
neglect accorded to their work by decision-makers. Regardless the
inefficiencies and frustrations of this situation will probably
continue. Hopefully, habitat conservation programs and employee
morale will endure.

What Does This Mean to Resource Managers?

The Implications of this growing shift are significant. In NOAA's
National Marine Fisheries Service, habitat conservation has always
been a broad concept related to coranercial, recreational, forage,
and protected species. Specific mandates provided NMFS with an
entree into habitats for existing anadromous and marine species
and for historical habitats vital to species under restoration
such as Atlantic salmon and striped bass. However, with the
narrowed emphasis on habitats related to species with oonrnerical
value and with political pressures to support major development
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projects, NMFS has been forced to apply its dwindling budgets and
resources to only a small portion of its mandated
responsibilities. In the Northeast, NMFS habitat programs find
Increasingly less time for forage stocks despite their importance
to corrmerclal fisheries, less effort corttnltted to habitat
supporting species under restoration in their former ranges, and
little Interest in species of low fisheries management concern
despite their Importance to recreational fishermen or marine
ecosystems. Protected species may fare even worse.

Concerning the NMFS mandates In wetlands, commercial fisheries,
anadromous fish, and the Clean water Act, these artificial
constraints are very frustrating. NMFS opportunities to Influence
Army Corps of Engineers' decisions in their Section 10 and 404
permit revtews have been reduced by policies in both agencies, and
Northeast Region participation in other project planning like
hydropower projects has suffered from the budget ax. Despite
these concerns that various habitat components and mandates may be
neglected, thts shift does reflect budget realities and current
administration philosophies. This shift should not be interpreted
as an Intentional abrogation of legislative mandates by the
Individual habitat offices that are trying to balance budget
impacts and resource threats.

This trend is not limited to any particular Issue or species In
the Northeast, and perhaps not even to just the Northeast. One
major limiting factor Is the emphasis on species covered by
fisheries management plans prepared under the Magnuson Fishery
Conservation and Management Act. In the Northeast, with the
preponderance of offshore rather than estuarlne-dependent
fisheries, this means more emphasis on lobster, scallops, cod, and
haddock than would be seen in the Southeast where the major
commercial fisheries are shrimp and menhaden, both estuarlne-
dependent species. This trend toward emphasis on commercial
fisheries is accentuated by the NMFS and fishery council
philosophy that stocks In state waters should be managed by
interstate commissions rather than federal intervention. Another
exaaple is in the art/science of mitigation. Uncertainties
associated with efforts to recoup productivity losses Impose a
definite drain on coastal and estuarine resources. In essence,
mitigation imposes a forced loss of fishery production for at
least the months or years between project development and
completion of mitigation plans.

Conclusions

Despite these trends In the philosophies and budgets of habitat
programs, NMFS and presumably other federal agencies still
continue to emphasize fishery habitat conservation. And continued
pressure to support coastal development can be expected in an era
of expanding human populations and growing desire to live within
sight of breaking waves.

But what are the implications to the living resources and
habitats, and the programs that have evolved In response to
federal and state habitat mandates? First, the recent shift in



management emphasis Is now affecting federal research programs.
Emphases on commercial fisheries and major development projects
has probably slowed NMFS efforts to reprogram part of its
management efforts toward estuarine Issues and growing problems
like environmental contamination, excess nutrients, and coastal
habitat alteration. Second, NOAA's role as the nation's
conscience for marine science has been oompromised by our limited
participation In certain estuarine and coastal issues. Third,
total NOAA/NHFS strength as perceived by other federal agencies
may be declining, as evidence by Department of Interior proposals
to Increase their role in anadromous fish programs and the
Environmental Protection Agency's creation of an Office of Wetland
Protection; both changes could represent the beginning of a
challenge to NQAA/NMF5 responsibilities in estuarine and marine
resources management. Fourth, MMFS may actually be neglecting
legal mandates by limiting Its habitat and resource management
programs. For example, NMFS rarely defends the economic value of
fisheries and their habitat through the full extent of the
Interagency elevation process In their Memorandum of Agreement
with the Corps of Engineers under Section 404(q) of the Clean
Water Act. That agreement enables NMFS to challenge Corps permit
decisions, but NQAA/rXFS rarely exercises Its full, formal
challenge. Fifth, several of the duties now neglected by NMFS may
actually hurt development plans. One classic example is
hydropower applications In the Northeast where 1MFS Is required to
provide written comments to applicants for a Federal Energy
Regulatory OxiRitsslon license to generate hydroelectric power.
Budget cutbacks have forced NMFS not to provide a written oontnent
in response to each permit application received. The result Is
that applicants encounter an administrative hurdle that delays
their programs, and NMFS loses the opportunity to work with
developers to Install fish ladders to help re-establish valuable
anadromous species to their historic ranges. It's a classic case
of both sides losing. Unfortunately, I think this entire issue of
decreased progranmattc support for habitat management and research
is a missed opportunity for all marine resource users.
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